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Yuyu Hakusho Vol 1
Dr. Ichigaki's ultimate biological weapons are in the ring, but Team
Urameshi is suddenly having a severe attack of conscience. After
Kuwabara's enlightening reverie about how Dr. Ichigaki implanted
blood-slaver nodes in the brains of Master Mitamura's martial-arts
students, Yusuke and company just don't have the heart to conduct
their demon-slaying business as usual. Meanwhile, the Shadow
Channelers--the ninjas of the Demon Plane--are on deck. With their
fiendish adrenaline pumped up to the max, Team Urameshi better
pray that Yukina the Ice Maiden, who came to watch, turns out to be
their lucky charm. -- VIZ Media
On their voyage to the Dark Continent, the Hunters get tangled up in
a war of royal succession. The 14 princes of Kakin, protected by Nenpowered Guardian Beasts, must assassinate one another until only a
single heir survives. Infiltrating as bodyguards, the Hunters join this
deadly game of intrigue. But the most dangerous prince may be the
one they least suspect... -- VIZ Media
Yusuke Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one selfless act
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changed his life...by ending it. When he died saving a little kid from a
speeding car, the afterlife didn't know what to do with him, so it gave
him a second chance at life. Now, Yusuke is a ghost with a mission,
performing good deeds at the behest of Botan, the ferrywoman of the
River Styx, and Koenma, the pacifier-sucking judge of the dead. Itsuki
locks the others away in a separate dimension so Yusuke and Sensui
can fight undisturbed, and under intense pressure, Sensui's real
personality, suppressed for so long, starts to come out. Then Koenma
shows up and things really start to get hot, and Yusuke has to resort
to desperate measures to draw their enemies out.Kuwabara and the
rest of the crew escape Itsuki's clutches and plunge into the Demon
Plane after Sensui. Meanwhile, the Underworld special defense force
goes looking for Yusuke. What secret do they know about Yusuke that
is enough to sign his death warrant? Yusuke Urameshi was a tough
teen delinquent until one selfless act changed his life...by ending it.
When he died saving a little kid from a speeding car, the afterlife
didn't know what to do with him, so it gave him a second chance at
life. Now, Yusuke is a ghost with a mission, performing good deeds at
the behest of Botan, the ferrywoman of the River Styx, and Koenma,
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the pacifier-sucking judge of the dead.
This boxed set contains the first volume in seven of mangas most
popular adventure series, from the superstars in the field. Akira
Toriyama's great quest stories, Dragon Ball and Dragon BallZ, star the
monkey-tailed boy Goku, whose quiet life is interrupted when he's
enlisted to save the world. Masashi Kishimoto's award-winning Naruto
takes readers into the whirlwind of the Ninja Academy with its brutal
tests and challenging competitions. Then Eichiro Oda's shonen
sensation One Piece features a treasure hunt like no other, triggered
by some very strange gum-gum fruit. Hiroyuki Takei's teenage
shaman battles ghosts and monsters in Shaman King, while Kazuki
Takahashi's mega-hit Yu-Gi-Oh! finds a lonely tenth grader solving a
three thousand year puzzle, hurling him into one bizarre game after
another. Finally, there's Yoshihiro Togashi's thriller YuYu Hakusho,
about a teenage boy whose good deed turns him into Tokyo's toughest
ghost.
Yusuke Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one selfless act
changed his life...by ending it. When he died saving a little kid from a
speeding car, the afterlife didn't know what to do with him, so it gave
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him a second chance at life. Now, Yusuke is a ghost with a mission,
performing good deeds at the beshest of Botan, the spirit guide of the
dead, and Koenma, her pacifier-sucking boss from the "other side."
But what strange things await him on the borderline between life and
death? -- VIZ Media
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 4
One Piece, Vol. 29
Bleach, Vol. 66
Yuyu Hakusho 16
D.Gray-man, Vol. 19
The Demon Plane Unification Tournament
Sorry I Am Strong
Kuwabara's been kidnapped! Unbeknownst to anyone--especially him--his
aura sword is so powerful it can actually cut holes between
dimensions, which is exactly what his kidnapper Sensui is after. But
Yusuke's not giving up so easily and sets off in pursuit on a bicycle.
Then Yusuke and his old friends and new allies are put to the test
when they battle a bratty little kid in a deadly video game contest!
From trivia to battle tennis, the contest heats up! Who will come out
on top and who will face the dreaded "Game Over"? -- VIZ Media
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With Hitsugaya as her own personal zombie, Gigi continues her attack
against the other soul reapers. Does Mayuri have a plan to turn the
fight around? Meanwhile, Yhwach and his strongest warriors head toward
the royal palace to face off against Squad Zero! -- VIZ Media
Losing his own life while rescuing a child, teenager Yusuke becomes a
ghost with a mission to return to life by raising a "spirit egg" at
the behest of the comely Botan and her boss Koenma, lord of the
infernal bureaucracy.
The Dark Tournament is finally down to the wire. After a long trail of
brutal bloodshed, the stage has been set for the ultimate showdown
between Team Urameshi and Team Toguro. And now that Kurama can
transform into a fox demon at will by drinking the potion from the
Seed of De-Incarnation--a lovely parting gift from Suzuki, The
Beautiful Fighter--his ferocious plants have been given a much-needed
energy boost. Meanwhile, Sakyo reveals that his grand plan is to
create a path between the demon plane and the human world, allowing
powerful demons to come through and wreak havoc in the human realm.
Could this be the beginning of the end for humans...? -- VIZ Media
Cross Marian is about to finish off Tyki Mikk when the Millennium Earl
barges in, spreading chaos and destruction in every direction! The
Earl's plan to build a new Ark using data downloads from the old one
seems unstoppable, until Allen encounters a strange apparition that
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tells him to play the piano. Allen would be more than happy to oblige,
but there's one slight problem--he never learned how! -- VIZ Media
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 18
Unforgivable!!
Gourmet Hunter Toriko!
Blood & Chains
The Huge Ordeal!!
Lonesome Ghosts
Open Your Eyes!!

Trouble is everywhere in the mysterious kingdom of Dressrosa. As his
crew searches for a way to stop the island’s tyrant, Doflamingo, Luffy
continues his quest to win back the Flame-Flame Fruit. But when he learns
more about Rebecca and the true history of the kingdom, how will it affect
his plans? -- VIZ Media
A delinquent’s gotta do what he’s gotta do…in the afterlife. Yusuke
Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one selfless act changed his
life...by ending it. When he died saving a little kid from a speeding car, the
afterlife didn't know what to do with him, so it gave him a second chance at
life. Now, Yusuke is a ghost with a mission, performing good deeds at the
behest of Botan, the ferrywoman of the River Styx, and Koenma, the
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pacifier-sucking judge of the dead. Dr. Ichigaki's ultimate biological
weapons are in the ring, but Team Urameshi is suddenly having a severe
attack of conscience. After Kuwabara's enlightening reverie about how Dr.
Ichigaki implanted blood-slaver nodes in the brains of Master Mitamura's
martial-arts students, Yusuke and company just don't have the heart to
conduct their demon-slaying business as usual. Meanwhile, the Shadow
Channelers--the ninjas of the Demon Plane--are on deck. With their fiendish
adrenaline pumped up to the max, Team Urameshi better pray that Yukina
the Ice Maiden, who came to watch, turns out to be their lucky charm.
Believing he's finally taken care of Tyki Mikk, Allen is brought up short by
Road and presented with a stark choice--if he wishes to rescue Lenalee and
Chaoji, he must destroy his friend Lavi! Allen refuses to do it, little realizing
that the choice is not what it seems. Lavi knows what's up, and may be the
only person who can turn the tables on Road. Has Road, however,
destroyed Lavi's will to resist? -- VIZ Media
As the Hunter elections reach the moment of decision, Killua closes in on
the hospital where Gon lies in a coma. Can he and his terrifyingly powerful
sister Alluka reach Gon in time? If they do, Gon will have a chance to fulfill
the dream that drove him to become a Hunter in the first place: reuniting
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with his father, Ging! -- VIZ Media
The children of Maleficent, the Evil Queen, Jafar and Cruella De Vil have
never ventured off the Isle of the Lost. . . until now. Invited to pristine
Auradon, to attend prep school alongside the children of beloved Disney
heroes, Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos must carry out their villain parents evil
plot to rule once again. Will the rebel teens follow in their rotten parents’
footsteps or will they choose to embrace their innate goodness and save
the kingdom?
Song of the Ark
Toriko, Vol. 1
D.gray-man 8
Hunter x Hunter, Vol. 26
Asian Comics
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 13
Death In Vision
What began as a hopeful reunion of friends has turned into a
nightmare. The companions voced to protect a beautiful barbarian
princess and the mystical staff she bears. But they never dreamed the
price would be so high.
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Luffy and his crew arrive in the kingdom of Dressrosa where Doflamingo
has prepared a clever trap for them. Can Trafalgar Law get them out of
trouble? And will Luffy win the fighting tournament and claim the
prize, his late brother’s Flame-Flame Fruit? -- VIZ Media
Following a brutal battle with a Level 4 akuma, Allen seems to be
undergoing an odd and disturbing change. Meanwhile, a new breed of
Exorcist is introduced at Black Order headquarters and, at Asia
Branch, Kanda learns some disturbing things about his own status in
the Black Order's Exorcist operations. Needless to say, Allen and his
friends are ill prepared to deal with the simultaneous appearance of
the servants of the Millennium Earl all over the world! -- VIZ Media
After the epic struggle to close the tunnel to the demon plane, Yusuke
and the gang take some hard-earned time off. It's still a busy year,
and Hiei and Kurama both spend time training and taking care of some
loose ends from their pasts. Meanwhile, Yusuke trains with Raizen and
ends up in charge of the old demon's domain! The other kings of the
underworld won't stand for this state of affairs for long, so Yusuke
proposes a new tournament, and the winner will be king of the demon
plane! -- VIZ Media
This is the great era of gourmet food! And only Toriko can hunt down
the ferocious ingredients that supply the world's best restaurants. As
a Gourmet Hunter, Toriko tracks and defeats the tastiest and most
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dangerous animals with his bare hands. But has he met his match with
an eight-legged alligator the size of a tank? -- VIZ Media
Dressrosa's Forgotten
D.Gray-man, Vol. 14
Disney Manga: Descendants - The Rotten to the Core Trilogy Book 1
Goodbye, material world!. Vol. 1
Born of Love and Hate
Ship of Fools
Eat or Be Eaten!!
A few weeks ago, Yusuke Urameshi was the toughest 8th-grader in his
junior high; now, he's taking the toughest test of his life, the test to see if
he will come back to life or stay a wandering spirit forever! Until he
passes the test, his body is in a coma, and he can only come back to life
one day a month. But Yusuke and his spirit guide, Botan, are in for a lot
more than they bargained for as evil curses, bullies, and the ghost of a
scary little girl all stand in the way of resurrection! And when a real-world
fire threatens the life of Yusuke's friend Keiko, Yusuke must make a brave
sacrifice, or there'll be another ghost joining him in his haunting... -- VIZ
Media
A delinquent’s gotta do what he’s gotta do…in the afterlife. Yusuke
Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one selfless act changed his
life...by ending it. When he died saving a little kid from a speeding car,
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the afterlife didn't know what to do with him, so it gave him a second
chance at life. Now, Yusuke is a ghost with a mission, performing good
deeds at the behest of Botan, the ferrywoman of the River Styx, and
Koenma, the pacifier-sucking judge of the dead. The legendary exorcist
Genkai is about to pass on her explosive demon-smiting techniques to one
student--and only one. Trouble is, one of the people battling for the honor
is a demon in disguise: the sadistic Rando, who'd just love to turn
Genkai's power against innocent humans... unless Yusuke can defeat him!
Then, Yusuke and Kuwabara must stop a quartet of demonic criminals
from plotting a supremely sinister attack on the mortal world. At the
gates of a labyrinthine fortress swarming with monsters, demons, and
supernatural fugitives, these two teenage punks don't stand a chance in
Hell--unless they can call for backup...
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 1VIZ Media LLC
This is it folks--the conclusion of the long and deadly Dark Tournament.
But don't worry--there's lots more to come because a new adventure starts
with this volume! After the Dark Tournament ends, Yusuke and friends
come home for a much deserved rest. The vacation is cut short when
Yusuke is taken hostage by three classmates who have recently gained
strange powers. It's up to Kuwabara and friends to try to rescue him. But
without their star fighter's abilities, will they be up to the task? -- VIZ
Media
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Lenalee is determined to confront a Level 4 Akuma that's out to kill
Komui, but her only chance is to reclaim her Innocence and synchronize
with it. The Level 4 is not inclined to wait around and pursues its mission
even against the best efforts of Lavi and Kanda. It's left to Allen to hold
the line, but it soon becomes obvious he has no hope of doing it all by
himself! -- VIZ Media
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 9
The Executors of a Dying Wish!!
Bleach, Vol. 64
Hunter x Hunter, Vol. 32
Knife-Edge Death Match
Night of the Dragons
Shonen Jump Graphic Novels Power Pack

Team Urameshi's successful campaign in the Dark Tournament
continues after Fox Demon Kurama makes an honest monster out
of Reverse Urashima. Too bad Reverse Urashima's fellow
Fractured Fairy Tale Shishiwakamaru silences him before he
could divulge the truth about their team. Meanwhile, Team
Urameshi suffers the biggest blow when one member bids them
adieu...for good! -- VIZ Media
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Allen has been dropped into a flashback of his surly
colleague Yu Kanda's past, where a parade of disturbing
secrets reveal themselves--including one that could at long
last explain what makes Yu tick! -- VIZ Media
The Straw Hats have been stuck in a struggle for survival
ever since Eneru made the ominous prediction that "in three
hours, only five humans will be left standing on the
island." Separated from each other, the crew eventually
cross paths on the battlefield where the war for Skypiea is
being waged! -- VIZ Media
A delinquent’s gotta do what he’s gotta do…in the afterlife.
Yusuke Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one
selfless act changed his life...by ending it. When he died
saving a little kid from a speeding car, the afterlife
didn't know what to do with him, so it gave him a second
chance at life. Now, Yusuke is a ghost with a mission,
performing good deeds at the behest of Botan, the ferrywoman
of the River Styx, and Koenma, the pacifier-sucking judge of
the dead. A few weeks ago, Yusuke Urameshi was the toughest
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8th-grader in his junior high; now, he's taking the toughest
test of his life, the test to see if he will come back to
life or stay a wandering spirit forever! Until he passes the
test, his body is in a coma, and he can only come back to
life one day a month. But Yusuke and his spirit guide,
Botan, are in for a lot more than they bargained for as evil
curses, bullies, and the ghost of a scary little girl all
stand in the way of resurrection! And when a real-world fire
threatens the life of Yusuke's friend Keiko, Yusuke must
make a brave sacrifice, or there'll be another ghost joining
him in his haunting...
After Yusuke Urameshi grounds a "flighty" Jin for good, Team
Urameshi should be one step closer to victory. But thanks
(more like no thanks) to a pervading conspiracy among the
organizers of the Dark Tournament, Team Urameshi's plate is
wiped clean of soldiers left to fight in the twisted event.
Meanwhile, Genkai formally reveals herself to Yusuke and
gives him the final test to be the sole heir to her
formidable technique--a concentrated ball of aura! But due
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to the conditions surrounding his "second life," Yusuke must
be ready and able to inherit the technique...or he dies! -VIZ Media
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 1
Hunter x Hunter, Vol. 28
Showdown at the Eleventh Hour
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 7
The Awakening of Alma Karma
D.Gray-man, Vol. 21
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 2
Yusuke Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one selfless
act changed his life...by ending it. When he died saving a
little kid from a speeding car, the afterlife didn't know what
to do with him, so it gave him a second chance at life. Now,
Yusuke is a ghost with a mission, performing good deeds at the
behest of Botan, the ferrywoman of the River Styx, and Koenma,
the pacifier-sucking judge of the dead.
Killua's uneasiness about the Ants wasn't so far-fetched after
all! When unforeseen incidents set the Hunters back in their
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showdown with the King and his Royal Guards, everyone has to
scramble to get back on track! Can the Hunters regain their
advantage against an enemy that's way more than they bargained
for...?! -- VIZ Media
A delinquent’s gotta do what he’s gotta do…in the afterlife.
Yusuke Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one selfless
act changed his life...by ending it. When he died saving a
little kid from a speeding car, the afterlife didn't know what
to do with him, so it gave him a second chance at life. Now,
Yusuke is a ghost with a mission, performing good deeds at the
beshest of Botan, the spirit guide of the dead, and Koenma, her
pacifier-sucking boss from the "other side." But what strange
things await him on the borderline between life and death?
As the battle between the Soul Reapers and Quincies continues to
heat up, both sides start experiencing casualties. Yachiru now
joins the battlefield and prepares to show her true powers for
the first time. However, standing in her way is an opponent
whose abilities may defy imagination... -- VIZ Media
Grand in its scope, Asian Comics dispels the myth that, outside
of Japan, the continent is nearly devoid of comic strips and
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comic books. Relying on his fifty years of Asian mass
communication and comic art research, during which he traveled
to Asia at least seventy-eight times and visited many studios
and workplaces, John A. Lent shows that nearly every country had
a golden age of cartooning and has experienced a recent
rejuvenation of the art form. As only Japanese comics output has
received close and by now voluminous scrutiny, Asian Comics
tells the story of the major comics creators outside of Japan.
Lent covers the nations and regions of Bangladesh, Cambodia,
China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Nepal, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand,
and Vietnam. Organized by regions of East, Southeast, and South
Asia, Asian Comics provides 178 black-and-white illustrations
and detailed information on comics of sixteen countries and
regions—their histories, key creators, characters, contemporary
status, problems, trends, and issues. One chapter harkens back
to predecessors of comics in Asia, describing scrolls,
paintings, books, and puppetry with humorous tinges, primarily
in China, India, Indonesia, and Japan. The first overview of
Asian comic books and magazines (both mainstream and
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alternative), graphic novels, newspaper comic strips and gag
panels, plus cartoon/humor magazines, Asian Comics brims with
facts, fascinating anecdotes, and interview quotes from many
pioneering masters, as well as younger artists.
D.Gray-man, Vol. 13
The Rotten to the Core Trilogy
Contains Volume I of Dragon Ball, Dragon Ball Z, Naruto, One
Piece, Shaman King, Yu-Gi-Oh!, and YuYu Hakusho
Goodbye, Material World!
The Voice of Darkness
Threats
Crushing Defeat
Netero has struck a deal with the Chimera Ant King: if the King can defeat him, Netero will
reveal the King's true name. Netero is determined to keep fighting, but his attacks have no
effect on the terrifyingly powerful King. Will Netero's ultimate attack, the Guanyin
Bodhisattva: Zero, break through the King's defenses, or will he be forced to take even more
desperate measures? -- VIZ Media
The journey to the Dark Continent begins! Chairman Netero s son Beyond has a dream to
explore the dangerous land of the Dark Continent. Many have made trips there and almost
everyone has disappeared or died! But he s not alone in his desire to explore this strange
land̶the Hunter Association has their own plan. And where do Gon and his friends fit into all
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this mess? -- VIZ Media
The battle for Fish-Man island continues as a giant ship threatens to collide with the island
and destroy everything. Can the Straw Hat pirates defeat Hody Jones and create a new bond
between humans and Fish-Men? And what strange new adventures await the crew and they
finally step into the New World! -- VIZ Media
A delinquent teen who died during his one selfless act is allowed a second chance, and
returns from the afterlife as a ghost who performs god deeds at the behest of Botan, the
spirits guide of the dead, and Koenma, her boss.
Allen Walker, along with the other Exorcists--people possessed by God--must prevent the end
of the world by fighting and defeating the Millennium Earl, demons, and evil using the special
substance known as "Innocence."
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 11
One Piece, Vol. 66
Oratorio
Operation Dressrosa S.O.P.
The Road Toward The Sun
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 15
One Piece, Vol. 72
Engulfed in the Dark Tournament's sinister spirit of victory (more like survival), Team Urameshi's Hiei
and Kurama dig deep into their arsenals to battle the vicious henchmen of Jolly Devil Six. It's Kurama
vs. Loto and Hiei vs. Zeru, and the rules do include playing dirty. Meanwhile, Kuwabara experiences an
enigmatic reverie about the members of Dr. Ichigaki's team, a group of martial arts students who enlisted
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in the tournament in exchange for a cure for their ailing master. As a final treat, enjoy a bonus episode
about the chance meeting of Hiei and Kurama a year or so before they encountered Yusuke. Discover
the bond that enabled Hiei and Kurama annihilate a mighty demon. -- VIZ Media
Regeneration
We Meet Again
D.Gray-man, Vol. 16
YuYu Hakusho
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 8
One Piece, Vol. 73
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